Emergence of tick-borne encephalitis in new endemic areas in Austria: 42 years of surveillance
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Human infections with tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) virus are a public health concern in certain regions of Europe, central and eastern Asia. Expansions of endemic areas and increased incidences have been associated with different factors including ecological changes supporting tick reproduction, socioeconomic changes increasing human outdoor activities and climatic changes favouring virus circulation in natural foci. Austria is among the most strongly affected countries in Central Europe, but the annual number of cases has strongly declined due to vaccination. Here, we have analysed changes of the incidence of TBE in the unvaccinated population of all federal states of Austria over a period of 42 years. The overall incidence in Austria has remained constant, but new strongly affected endemic regions have emerged in alpine valleys in the west of Austria. In parallel, the incidence in low-land regions in the north-east of the country is decreasing. There is no evidence for a shift to higher altitudes of infection sites in the traditional TBE zones, but the average altitudes of some newly established endemic areas in the west are significantly higher. Our analyses underscore the focal nature of TBE endemic areas and the potential of TBE virus to emerge in previously unaffected regions.

Introduction

Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) virus is endemic in many parts of Europe as well as central and eastern Asia. It is responsible for more than 10,000 hospitalised TBE patients every year [1]. Together with the mosquito-transmitted yellow fever, dengue, West Nile and Japanese encephalitis viruses, and is a member of the genus *Flavivirus* in the family *Flaviviridae* and consists of at least three antigenically closely related subtypes [2]. The European subtype is primarily transmitted by *Ixodes ricinus*, whereas *Ixodes persulcatus* is the main vector of the Siberian and Far Eastern subtypes [3]. In the Baltic countries and Finland, an overlap of vectors and subtypes has been described [4,5]. The human disease can be effectively prevented by vaccination with formalin-inactivated vaccines, as demonstrated by epidemiological studies in countries and regions with high vaccination coverage, such as Austria or the Sverdlovsk district in Russia [6,7].

The ecological conditions for maintaining TBE virus replication and persistence in nature are very complex and fragile. They require not only the availability of specific animal hosts (rodents and larger mammals such as roe deer) for feeding the different stages of tick development (larvae, nymphs and adults) and increasing their density, but also favourable conditions for the transmission of the virus between different developmental stages. There is strong evidence that conditions allowing non-viraemic transmission from infected larvae to non-infected nymphs by co-feeding on the same rodent are a major prerequisite for the maintenance of virus circulation in nature [8]. Such a mechanism of tick infection requires specific climatic conditions (especially a swift rise of temperature in spring) that lead to a temporal coincidence of larval and nymph development and possibly contribute to the restriction of TBE virus to selected endemic regions. This is in contrast to other tick-transmitted pathogens such as *Borrelia burgdorferi* that are found in all areas populated with ticks [9-12].

Strong annual variations as well as long fluctuations over time are a characteristic feature of the TBE incidence in affected countries [6,13,14] and an overall upsurge has been reported in certain parts of Europe (reviewed in [15]). These changes have been related to climatic, ecological, environmental and socioeconomic factors that can lead to an increased risk of human exposure to infected ticks [8,16-19]. In addition, however, the establishment of new natural foci of TBE virus circulation has been described in areas previously considered free of TBE, as for instance in certain parts of Norway [20], Sweden [21,22], Finland [23], Denmark...
and Switzerland [13,25] as well as areas of higher altitude in the Czech Republic [19,26] and Slovakia [27]. The mechanisms underlying the discontinuous spread of the virus and its long-distance transport to previously unaffected areas are largely unknown but may be related to (i) changes in climatic conditions that allow virus maintenance in natural hosts and (ii) birds [28-30] or larger mammals (including humans) serving as transport vehicles of infected ticks [21,31].

In Austria, the high vaccination coverage (more than 80% of the total population has received at least one TBE vaccination) has led to a substantial decline in the number of annual cases [6]. The incidence in the unvaccinated population, however, is virtually identical with that in the prevaccination era (on average ca 6 per 100,000 in the whole country), indicating that the overall risk of human exposure to TBE virus has remained constant [6]. In this work, we have addressed the question of possible regional changes of TBE endemity by analysing the incidences of TBE in the unvaccinated population over a period of 42 years (1972 to 2013) in all federal states of Austria. Since the documentation of cases based on administrative districts blurs the situation of real risk areas, we also mapped the cases over the whole time period based on questionnaires indicating the most likely site of infection.

Methods

Documentation of tick-borne encephalitis cases

Data on TBE cases were documented by the Department of Virology, Medical University of Vienna, acting as the National Reference Laboratory for TBE virus and other flavivirus infections, on the basis of confirmed laboratory diagnosis of each case and on the basis of questionnaires. Only hospitalised patients with a serologically confirmed recent infection with TBE virus were counted as cases. Confirmation was based on TBE virus IgM and IgG ELISA results, which have replaced
Each confirmed case received a questionnaire to provide information on tick bites and possible sites of infection. Since only ca 50% of the patients had a known history of a tick bite, the time elapsed between infection and hospitalisation is usually three to four weeks and the origin of the infecting tick can be uncertain, the geographical mapping of infection sites was based on a subset of patients (ca 36% of the total cases) who could provide data precise enough to make the site of infection ‘most likely’.

Calculation of incidence rates
Overall incidence rates and incidence rates in unvaccinated persons were calculated for the Austrian federal states individually (because of its location, the capital state of Vienna was included in the counts of Lower Austria; Figure 1A) and for the whole of Austria, using population data from Statistics Austria [37] and data on vaccination status in each federal state collected by GfK Austria HealthCare (Vienna, Austria) through postal surveys [6]. Data on possible regional differences in vaccination coverages within federal states were not available. As described previously [6], the incidence among unvaccinated persons was estimated by assuming a vaccine efficacy of 97% for the years before 2000 [6]; since 2000, the actual number of cases that occurred among unvaccinated persons has been used for calculation. The assignment of cases to individual federal states was based on the site of hospitalisation.

Mapping of infection sites by ArcGIS
Infection sites were geocoded and further processed for spatial mapping by ArcGIS (Environmental Systems Research Institute; ESRI Inc.). Spatially close sites were aggregated to a single point using a 1 km buffer around the individual points, assembling the union of all buffers, and subsequently calculating the centroid of the area. For the display of aggregated infection sites in the maps, these centroids formed the centre of circles with diameters proportional to the number of infection sites found within this area.

For building the base map of Austria (Figure 2), we used data of Statistics Austria (http://www.statistik.at/web_de/services/geodaten/) for borders of Austria and its federal states, Natural Earth Data (http://www.naturalearthdata.com/downloads/10m-physical-vectors/) for rivers, lakes and cities, and Aster data of the United States Geological Survey (USGS; http://earth-explorer.usgs.gov/) for topography.

Altitudes of infection sites were derived from the digital elevation model (DEM) of USGS Aster data (spatial resolution of 30 m), using the original coordinates for each single documented ‘most likely’ infection site.

Statistical analyses of altitudes of infection sites
Sea level data of infection sites were log-transformed due to the skewed distribution. Normal distribution of residuals of the transformed data was tested by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with Lilliefors’ corrected p values. A two-factor analysis of variance of transformed sea level data with period (1972–1983, 1984–2013) and region (six affected federal states in 1972–1983 and eight in 1984–2013) as factors was performed. Comparison of periods within regions was done by linear contrasts. Differences in the scatter of altitudes were tested by Levene’s test for homogeneity. Due to the fact that no cases occurred in Tyrol and Vorarlberg during the first period, differences between regions were tested separately for the two periods with one-way analyses of variance. Pairwise differences between regions were tested by Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test for unequal sample size.

Results
Changes in the incidence of tick-borne encephalitis in Austria
In the past two to three decades, the most remarkable change in TBE incidence in Austria was caused by vaccination, resulting in an 84% reduction of the annual number of cases, while the incidence in the unvaccinated population remained constant at ca 6 per 100,000 population [6]. On the background of this unaltered overall risk of TBE virus infection in Austria, we wanted to assess possible regional shifts and dynamics of endemic areas. For this purpose, we determined the incidence rate in the unvaccinated population for the whole of Austria and each of the Austrian federal states (Figure 1A) and assuming a vaccine protection rate of 97% [6]. To reveal long-range developments and to avoid confusion due to the strong annual fluctuations typical of TBE [6,13,14], we used a sliding window representation of the mean incidences in five year intervals. The overall situation in Austria (including the incidence in the unvaccinated population) is displayed in Figure 1B.

Disparate developments occurred in the northern states of Upper and Lower Austria (including the capital state of Vienna) which border Germany, the Czech Republic and Slovakia (Figure 1B). Both of these regions started with an incidence of ca 4 (Lower Austria/Vienna: 4.2; Upper Austria: 3.6) per 100,000 at the beginning of the observation period, but after 1990, the incidence in Upper Austria began to rise and reached 8.9 per 100,000 in the period 2009 - 2013. In contrast, in Lower Austria/Vienna, the incidence continuously declined to 1.2 per 100,000 (Figure 1B).

Figure 1C shows the development in the most strongly affected areas in the south of Austria, including the federal states of Carinthia, Styria and Burgenland at the borders to Italy/Slovenia, Slovenia and Hungary, respectively (Figure 1A). All three states had substantially higher mean incidences than the whole of Austria.
during the entire observation period (17.9/100,000 in Carinthia, 15.4/100,000 in Styria, and 8.6/100,000 in Burgenland) and displayed strong annual fluctuations of minimum and maximum incidences, ranging from 1.2 to 42.8 per 100,000 in Carinthia, 5.5 to 42.6 per 100,000 in Styria, and 0 to 32.6 per 100,000 in Burgenland. Importantly, the fluctuations were not synchronised in the three states, suggesting strong region-specific differences in the activity of natural foci and other factors potentially influencing the risk of human exposure to TBE virus.

The most striking changes were observed in the alpine regions in the west of Austria, including the states of Salzburg, Tyrol, and Vorarlberg (Figure 1D). Both Salzburg and Tyrol experienced strong increases in incidence around 2000 which later levelled off in Salzburg but continued to rise in Tyrol and reached more than 8 per 100,000, i.e. well above the Austrian average. In 2013, the incidence in Tyrol was almost as high as in the most strongly affected state Carinthia (13.9 vs 15.1 per 100,000) and higher than in Styria (11.3 per 100,000). In the western-most state Vorarlberg, a similar steep rise began ca 10 years later and appears to continue.

**Changes in infection sites in Austria**

Although the documentation of TBE cases according to hospitalisation in administrative regions such as the federal states provides good information about trends of shifting incidences of disease in different areas of the country, it is imprecise with respect to the true location of infection sites. To obtain a more detailed picture of risk areas, we evaluated the information provided through questionnaires received by the national reference laboratory for TBE in Austria. Considering the time elapsed between infection and hospitalisation and the inherent uncertainty of the origin of the tick leading to infection, we used very stringent criteria for the mapping of new infection sites. Figure 2 therefore contains only data from cases for whom other possible sites of infection could be excluded with high probability. One also needs to keep in mind that the total number of cases in Austria, and concomitantly the sampling of infection sites, has strongly declined over time due to vaccination (Figure 1B). Quantitative inferences can thus not be made from Figure 2 with respect to the prevalence of TBE virus and the total number of bites by infected ticks. The data are displayed for the complete observation period (1972–2013; Figure 2A) and for two time windows separately: 1972 to 1983 (the period before the first documentation of an autochthonous case in Tyrol in 1984; Figure 2B) and 1984 to 2013 (Figure 2C). A total of 5,148 and 3,495 cases were recorded from 1972 to 1983 and from 1984 to 2013, respectively. Over the whole time period, a ‘most likely’ site of infection could be identified for ca 36% of these cases.

The most striking changes in infection sites occurred in the alpine regions in the west of Austria, affecting especially Tyrol and Vorarlberg where no TBE was reported before 1984 and 2000, respectively. Since then, TBE has become highly endemic in the valleys of the rivers Inn and Ziller (Tyrol) and that of the river Ill (Walgau, Vorarlberg) (Figure 2C). First cases of TBE have also been documented since 2000 in another alpine valley (Salzach River) south of the city of Salzburg (Figure 2C). Further comparison of the maps

---

**Figure 2**

Sites of tick-borne encephalitis virus infection, Austria, 1972–2013

A. Cumulative data for the whole period 1972 to 2013

B. Data from 1972 to 1983

C. Data from 1984 to 2013

CH: Switzerland; SK: Slovakia.

The size of the red circles is proportional to the number of documented infection sites within this area (see insert). (A) Yellow rectangle indicates the lake district east of Salzburg. (B) Yellow circle indicates last ‘most likely’ infection site in north-east Lower Austria in 1984. Orange arrows indicate possible sites of virus seeding into new endemic areas through valleys.
also suggests the establishment of new endemic foci or at least increasing TBE activity in a region North of Salzburg (Figure 2C). The opposite effect, i.e. decreasing activity or complete disappearance, however, can be inferred from the comparison of the situation in the north-east of Lower Austria (Figure 2C) where the last ‘most likely’ infection site was recorded in 1984 (Figure 2C; yellow circle).

Altitudes of infection sites
Since the geographically most remarkable areas of TBE emergence were located in alpine regions of western Austria and data from other countries such as the Czech Republic [19,26] and Slovakia [27] suggest a rise of TBE foci at higher altitudes, we analysed the sea levels of all mapped sites of TBE infections in Austria and determined their distribution in the federal states in the time periods 1972 to 1983 and 1984 to 2013 (Figure 3). In accordance with the topography of Austria, the average altitudes of infection sites differed between individual federal states and range from 300 m in Burgenland to 730 m in Tyrol. For the traditional endemic areas, possible shifts to higher altitudes were evaluated by comparing the two time windows (1972–1983 and 1984–2013) using analysis of variance with linear contrasts for each region. No statistically significant difference was observed at the level of federal states, neither with respect to the average altitudes (p values between 0.154 and 0.705) nor the scattering of altitudes in individual states (p value: 0.272). Nevertheless, individual infection sites at altitudes around 1,500 m were only found in the later time window of 1984 to 2013 (two in Carinthia, one in Tyrol, one in Vorarlberg) (Figure 3). The new infection sites in Tyrol, however, proved to be significantly higher than those in the rest of the country (Table). Because of the relatively low number of cases and the strong scattering of altitudes, statistical significance was not reached in the comparisons of Vorarlberg with Tyrol, Salzburg and Carinthia (Table).
Discussion

We have evaluated epidemiological changes of TBE in Austria over an observation period of more than 40 years at a regional level. A number of factors have been described that can affect the documented incidence of TBE. These include climatic or anthropogenic environmental changes influencing the ecosystems required for virus circulation in nature [8], socioeconomic changes increasing the risk of human exposure to tick bites [16], changes in the awareness, laboratory diagnosis and notification of the disease, as well as vaccination [6]. In Austria, a marked decline of TBE incidence was concomitant with a steadily increasing vaccination coverage, which started in the late 1970s and reached more than 80% of the total population around 2000 [6]. The incidence in the unvaccinated population, however, remained constant at ca. 6 per 100,000 (Figure 1B), suggesting no major changes in the countrywide overall risk of human exposure to TBE virus-infected ticks. It is, however, apparent from our analysis of incidences in the unvaccinated population in the different federal states as well as the mapping of sites of infection, that this figure is an aggregate of opposing trends in different parts of the country, with increasing incidences in alpine regions in the west, decreasing incidences in the north-east and relative constancy in the high endemic areas in the south.

The development of new endemic regions in Tyrol (first documented case in 1984) and Vorarlberg (first documented case in 2000) deserves special attention. Since there is no evidence for socioeconomic or behavioural changes on such a small regional and temporal scale that might have increased the risk of exposure, the changes can best be explained by the establishment of truly novel natural foci and their further spread to cover large parts of the valleys of the rivers Inn and Ziller in Tyrol and the river Ill in Vorarlberg. A very similar expansion of TBE virus into a mountain valley also occurred recently in the Canton Valais in Switzerland [25,32], suggesting that similar mechanisms operate in alpine regions of Central Europe that allow the dispersion of this virus. It remains an unresolved issue, however, how the virus could have reached these locations. They are separated from other endemic regions by high mountain barriers, raising the possibility that the seeding with the virus occurred through the courses of rivers and valleys, e.g. from southern Germany to Tyrol through the Inn valley and from the Rhine valley in Liechtenstein/eastern Switzerland to Vorarlberg (Figure 2C). In this context, it is important to note that in the Austrian examples, both sides of the valleys became affected, i.e. the river did not represent a barrier in the establishment and spread of the virus. An extension of endemic areas along rivers would be consistent with recent phylogenetic analyses of virus isolates from Germany, the Czech Republic and Slovakia [33], which unveiled a predilection of long-distance migratory routes of TBE virus along river valleys in the past 300 years. Similar studies have not yet been conducted for Austria. Comparative analyses of the sequences of virus isolates from different parts of Austria and other European countries could shed light on the viral origins of the new endemic areas. Roe deer have been implicated in long-distance transport of infected ticks [33] but introduction by birds is also a possibility [28,29]. It cannot be excluded that the potential ways of virus dispersal in Europe have changed over time, but it appears more likely that the emergence of new endemic regions is caused by the establishment of previously non-existing suitable climatic and ecological conditions that are required for the maintenance of TBE virus circulation in nature [34].

Similar to the decreased incidence of TBE in Hungary (ca 2.8/100,000 until 1997 and 0.4 to 0.8 thereafter [35], although vaccination coverage was very low [36], the north-east of Austria (including the capital city of Vienna and some of its most popular recreational areas) also encountered a decline from an incidence of ca 4 to only ca.1.3 per 100,000 (Figure 1C). In the absence of evidence for human behavioural changes at such a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pairwise comparisons of sea levels of tick-borne encephalitis virus infection sites between federal states of Austria, 1972–2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LA/Vie</th>
<th>UA</th>
<th>Bld</th>
<th>Sty</th>
<th>Car</th>
<th>Sbg</th>
<th>Tyr</th>
<th>Vbg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA/Vie</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bld</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sty</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sbg</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vbg</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

small regional level and other factors that could affect TBE virus endemicity, even these data suggest decreasing virus activity and even the loss of natural foci in these regions. Most of these areas have an altitude below 400 m, in contrast to those with increasing incidences in western Austria, with median altitudes of more than 600 m (Figure 3). A similar trend, i.e. reduction of cases in lowlands and increases in submountainous areas has also been described in Slovakia [27] and may be associated with climatic changes that are unfavourable for the maintenance of virus circulation in its natural hosts in the lowland areas of these countries. With respect to the average overall altitudes of infection sites, however, no significant changes were observed over the whole period of observation in the traditional endemic areas in Austria (Figure 3), similar to the situation in the Czech republic [19].

Overall, our data document strong region-specific differences in the changing epidemiology of TBE and conform to a tendency of establishment of new natural foci of TBE in Europe. This has been observed on a wide geographical scale and includes countries with different climates and topographies such as Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, and Switzerland [13,20-25]. The mechanisms of establishment as well as spread and the factors controlling these processes, however, are still far from clear. This may be exemplified by the situation in the lake district east of Salzburg. Here, the virus is highly endemic in certain locations but several lakes and intervening hill sides are completely spared (Figure 2A) and not a single case has been documented in the 42 years of observation, although all known parameters potentially affecting TBE virus circulation and human infection (climate, landscape and geography, human outdoor activities, animal reservoirs etc.) are seemingly identical in the whole region. The elucidation of the interplay of processes driving or restricting the spread of TBE virus and, consequently, a detailed understanding of the focal nature of TBE endemic areas remain a formidable challenge for the future.
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